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Introduction
Television remains the single most important advertising medium. It absorbs about a quarter of all advertising expenditures in the United States. Mean household television viewing increased every year between 1996 and 2006, from 7:11 to 8:14 hours per day.1 Despite television's importance, some fundamental questions about the television industry remain unanswered. Econometric models of the industry have typically failed to acknowledge its two-sided nature.
Networks compete to attract viewer attention and then sell that attention to advertisers. A network must recruit both sides of the market to be successful. Advertisers and marketers have long understood the two-sided nature of the industry, but theoretical treatments have only recently modeled the interplay of advertiser and viewer preferences. Yet there has been no empirical study of the industry that considers cross-group externalities: the effect the number of advertisements has on audience size, and the effect audience size has on advertiser demand. This paper proposes a two-sided, empirical model of the television industry. The model is estimated using data on television network audience ratings2 in 50 geographically defined television markets, advertising quantities and prices per half hour, program characteristics, and market demographics. The estimation results are used to address the following questions.
(1) Are viewers averse to television advertising? If the answer is yes, networks face opposing incentives to recruit the two sides of the market: Ad sales impose negative external effects on viewers and may cause audience losses. Our estimation results suggest a audience size by about 25% for a highly rated network (assuming competing networks do not react).
This result shows that it is necessary to control for advertising levels to obtain unbiased viewer demand estimates. When viewers are ad averse, a popular program will contain relatively more ads so the estimate of its popularity would be biased downward if advertising time is unobserved. This issue is similar to a situation in which demand for a consumer product is estimated in the absence of price data.
(2) How competitive is the market for television audiences, and what drives advertiser demand for audiences?
Marketers spend significant fractions of their advertising budgets in television advertising markets, but the academic literature has seldom examined the determinants of advertiser demand. Knowledge of aggregate advertiser demand and market conditions may guide individual advertisers' audience purchasing strategies.
The estimates indicate that, holding audience constant, a 10% increase in advertising price decreases quantity of ads demanded by 29%. The television advertising market has become substantially more price elastic over the past 30 years (Bowman 1976) . Advertiser and viewer preferences can be compared to network programs and scheduling choices to learn whether networks favor one group's preferences over the other.
The results suggest that advertiser preferences exert a stronger influence on network programming choices than viewer preferences. Viewers most prefer to watch Action and News programs. Advertisers most prefer to buy time during Comedy and Reality programs. Yet Comedy and Reality shows constitute 48% of network programming, while Action and News programs account for just 16%. Analyzing either side of the market in isolation would suggest networks were failing to satisfy their customers' tastes.
(4) What can be discerned about the equilibrium effects of advertisement-avoidance technology on advertising quantities? Several media articles (e.g., Garfield 2005) and books have predicted catastrophic effects on the television industry from digital video recorder proliferation. We perform a counterfactual experiment to provide educated speculation about such effects.
We combine viewer and advertiser demand estimates with a structural model of network competition. We then analyze a counterfactual experiment to simulate the effects of growing advertisement avoidance on the industry. The results suggest that ad-avoidance technology will lead to increasing advertising levels and falling network revenues.
The next section explains how this paper contributes to the literature on television viewing and advertising markets. Section 3 describes the model of viewer utility, advertiser demand, and network supply of advertisements. Section 4 presents the data and discusses endogeneity and estimation. Empirical results are in §5 and the counterfactual results are in §6.
Relevant Literature
This paper's contribution is in its estimation of demand on both sides of the television industry. The importance of this two-sided approach is highlighted when viewer and advertiser preferences are compared to networks' actual programming choices. This analysis includes the first effort to measure the sensitivity of television audience size to the amount of time devoted to national advertising within a program. It also contains new evidence about the determinants of advertising demand and network program selection.
This paper extends previous work on viewer demand estimation by considering advertising time as analogous to the "price" of consuming a nominally free television program. The discrete choice literature on viewer demand for television programs originates in Rust and Alpert (1984) . In the recent literature, Shachar and Emerson (2000) added interactions between viewer and program characteristics to the model. They find that program cast demographics are good predictors of program audience demographics. Estimated viewer preferences have been used to calibrate models of optimal program scheduling (Danaher and Mawhinney 2001, Goettler and Shachar 2001) , to investigate sources of viewing persistence (Anand and Shachar 2004) , to address whether advertising is persuasive or informative (Anand and Shachar 2005) , and to estimate preference interdependence among groups of viewers (Yang et al. 2006) . Several studies have investigated viewer switching during commercials (Siddarth and Chattopadhyay 1998, Zufryden et al. 1993) , but no previous analysis has considered that a program's aggregate time devoted to advertising may directly affect viewer utility.
Two-sided models of media markets are relatively new to the academic literature. They are generally characterized as models in which platforms enable interactions between distinct groups of agents. The platform's goal is to get the various sides "on board" (Rochet and Tirole 2003) . The pioneering This paper provides evidence to support assumptions made by several recent theoretical analyses of two-sided media industries. Anderson and Coate (2006) show that media markets may supply too many ads because broadcasters fail to take into account advertising disutility imposed on nonswitching viewers. There may also be too few ads when competing programs are close substitutes and viewers are very ad averse. Dukes and Gal-Or (2003) model interactions between ad-averse viewers, broadcasters, and advertisers, and also consider the effects of informative advertising on competition in product markets. They show that when increased advertising leads to better-informed consumers, product market competition intensifies. Networks and advertisers can then benefit from exclusive advertising contracts. Liu et al. (2004) consider the effects of competition between television networks on network incentives to invest in program quality. They show that increased network competition can lead to diminished program investments and lower viewer welfare.
A few recent studies consider the effect of advertising on consumer utility in various media. Kaiser and Wright (2006) find that readers of women's magazines value advertisements. Depken and Wilson (2004) examine a large number of magazine categories and find substantial heterogeneity. They find reader utility from ads is positive in some categories and negative in others. Rysman (2004) finds that consumer utility from yellow pages directories increases with the number of pages of advertisements.
The advertising side of the television industry has received less attention than the viewing side. Crandall (1972) and Bowman (1976) estimated advertiser demand for television audiences but neither paper used data on ad quantities. Two recent working papers, Goettler (1999) and Wildman et al. (2004) , estimate the relationship between audience size and advertisement price but neither paper uses data on advertising quantities. The present analysis is the first to directly estimate the price elasticity of advertising demand while accounting for audience size effects.
A Model of Television Advertisers, Networks, and Viewers
This section describes our model of viewer utility, advertiser demand, and network supply of television commercials. The viewer and advertiser models presented in § §3.1 and 3.2 are used in the estimation. The model of network behavior presented in §3.3 is used in conjunction with parameter estimates in two ways.
First, its implications are used to make inferences about missing data (tune-in levels4 are unobserved).
Second, it underpins the counterfactual experiment presented in §6.
Viewers
Discrete choice models have been used to describe television viewers' typical behavior of watching one network at a time. In this paper, we use a randomcoefficients logit as this best suits the available data.
The primary benefits of this model are its extensive controls for viewer heterogeneity and its reliance on consumer characteristics to identify substitution patterns.
Each viewer i in city m is assumed to watch one of / -1 broadcast television networks (networks are indexed by j), to watch some other television channel (denoted option /), or to engage in some nontelevision pursuit at each half hour t. Let viewer i's utility from watching network ; in city m at time t be "im/f = 9/Xm + XmjtP*m + €jt + Vmjt + £imjt / (1) where fy is the number of seconds of advertising on network j during half hour t; xmjt is a vector that 6 We assume the effects of unobserved regional differences in speech and culture on viewer preferences for unobserved show characteristics to be the primary determinants of rfmjr of unobserved preference heterogeneity (where k = dim(/3*m) + 1). We make the standard assumption that the components of vim are distributed normal and are independent across individuals and markets. II is a k x d parameter matrix that measures how tastes for program characteristics and advertising vary with observed viewer demographics, and 2 is a k x k diagonal matrix that measures the relative importance of unobserved viewer preference heterogeneity.
It is expected that increasing levels of ads will reduce audience size. Two underlying behavioral mechanisms are consistent with this hypothesis. First, it might be that viewers are sufficiently experienced in television consumption to predict accurately whether the utility of watching a given program, net of the advertising level it contains, is better than their next best alternative. Second, each marginal unit of advertising time could provide the viewer with a potential stimulus to leave the audience. Audience losses would then increase with advertising time.
Note that negative viewer utility of advertising does not necessarily mean that viewers "dislike" advertising. Rather, it is a statement that viewers have a relative preference for watching programs over watching advertising. If it were not the case that viewers prefer programs to advertisements, it might be difficult to explain the existence of programs.
If viewer / watches a nonbroadcast network (option /), her utility is given by: Uimjt = XmJtPi + f/f + Vmjt + ^pim + °~JVim + eimjt> where xmJt contains audience flow, market, day, and time effects, gjt is the mean value of the best available nonbroadcast network at time t, and r]mjt is a deviation from mean preferences for nonbroadcast TV networks shared by viewers in city m at time t.
The utility of the nontelevision option (option 0) is: Uim0t = fof + VmOt + ^iAm + a0Vim + eim0t / where got and rjmOt are normalized to zero (£y, and r]mjt are identified relative to this normalization) and 7r0Dim + <rovim is interpreted as a fixed effect that measures the time-invariant component of viewer z's value of the nontelevision option. We assume viewers act to maximize utility. Thus, the set of demographics and preferences that leads viewer i in city m to watch network j at time t is: Amjt = [(Dim, vim, eim.t) | uimjt > uimkt, Vfc #/}, where eim.t = [eimOt, . . . , eimJt] , If the idiosyncratic error terms are distributed identically and independently, the rating of network j in market m at time t is given by: smi> = [ dP;(e)dP;(v)dP*Dm(D).
We assume the idiosyncratic error terms eimjt are distributed i.i.d. Type I extreme value and integrate out over them in the standard fashion. Thus, the predicted rating can be rewritten as: smjt = f dP*E{v, D) dP;(v) dP*Dm{D), (3) JAmjl where dP*(v, D) is the standard Multinomial Logit market share function. Equation (3) will be used to estimate viewer demand for television programs. The right-hand side of Equation (3) is integrated over a large number of dimensions and does not have a closed-form solution, so simulation will be used to approximate it.
Advertisers
We model advertisers through their aggregate demand for advertising on a given program. Advertiser demand for a particular television audience is influenced by many factors including audience size, viewer demographics, and program characteristics that influence the efficacy of the program's advertising message delivery. We assume that aggregate inverse demand for advertising on a given program s is given by: Ps = qs*q + Vs*V + ds\d + Xs\x + <t>s, (4) where ps is the price of an ad during show s, qs is the show's ad level, Vs is the number of viewers watching show s, ds is a vector of viewer demographics, xs represents program characteristics that affect advertising effectiveness, the A's are advertiser preference parameters, and </>s is an error term. Possible sources of error include unobserved audience demographics and measurement error in ad price.
The drawback of assuming that Equation (4) is linear is the lack of clarity in the underlying assumptions about advertiser preferences and behavior and the attendant risk of specification error.7 However, 7 Derivation of advertiser demand from first principles would be preferable but is complicated by an assignment problem in the matching of advertisers and audiences. To illustrate, consider a single advertiser with utility function y/Y,seS Vs* where S is the set of shows purchased by the advertiser. Assume there are two audiences available: Audience A consists of 9 viewers and audience B consists of 16 viewers. Viewers are homogeneous and audiences do not overlap. If the advertiser purchases only audience A, its willingness to pay for A is 3 (=\/9). If the advertiser purchases only audience B, its willingness to pay for B is 4 (=Vl6). If the advertiser purchases both audiences, its willingness to pay for B is B's marginal contribution to total advertiser utility: 2 (=Vl6 + 9-\/9). The assignment problem is that the advertiser's willingness to pay for each audience depends on whether the advertiser purchases the other audience. There have been some recent advances in estimating many-to-many matching problems (Fox 2007) but given the focus of this paper and the technical challenges involved in many-to-many matching estimation, we restrict our approach to the assumption of a reduced-form demand function.
as shown in §5.3, the assumed functional form is found to explain 87% of the variation in advertisement prices.8 3.3. Networks The complexity of networks' strategic interactions requires strong assumptions about their behavior. Due to the strength of these assumptions and the limitations of the data, the model of network competition is not used to estimate demand parameters. This model is used only to infer missing tune-in levels and for the counterfactual experiment described in §6.
We assume networks compete in three stages. In The data do not record tune-ins but tune-ins account for about 25% of nonprogram material11 so it is important to account for them. We assume networks set advertisement and tune-in levels to maximize currentperiod advertising revenues. A higher number of tune-ins in the current period will inform viewers of upcoming programs, but tune-ins may reduce current audience size. Those audience losses reduce currentperiod advertising revenues.
We assume that a network's benefit from a viewer's tune-in exposure is constant at rs during each time show s airs. rs is the marginal effect of exposure to one tune-in on the probability any given viewer will watch the advertised show, times the network's profit from the increase in the advertised show's audience.
If we denote the number of tune-ins aired during show s as rs, the network's stage-three profits can be written as the sum of its advertising revenues and tune-in benefits during the show:
where Sj is network y's catalogue of shows.
Substituting ad demand (4) into Equation (5) and differentiating with respect to qs and rs yields dVc dVc Ps + fcAf + fcAv^ + r,-±ts = 0, and (6) ^Av^ + ysrs + rs^rs = 0.12 (7) The first two terms in Equation (6) are similar to marginal revenue in any monopoly or oligopoly first-order condition. The third term captures the two-sided nature of the market, the decrease in advertisement price through the audience loss {dVJdqs) engendered by commercial sales. The fourth term is the marginal effect of the network's advertising sales on its gross tune-in benefit. The first-order condition taken with respect to rs contains similar logic. The first term is the marginal effect of a tune-in on advertising revenues, and the second two terms are the network's marginal benefit of airing a tune-in.
We make the additional assumption that viewers are equally averse to advertisements and tuneins. Tune-ins are more likely to be relevant to the mean viewer than advertisements. They are also repeated more frequently within short periods of time, so they are accordingly more likely to wear out. This assumption is very strong, but it is used only to infer unobserved tune-in levels and there is no apparent alternative. It is not used in the estimation. It implies that the marginal effect of ad sales on audience size is equal to that of airing tune-ins: dVJdqs = dVJdrs. Equations (6) and (7) then imply a third relationship:
Ps + 1^ = V>T>- (8) Equation (8) says that, holding audience size constant, the network will choose advertising and tune-in levels to equate the marginal benefit from each activity. Equations (7) and (8) will be used in conjunction with advertiser and viewer demand parameter estimates to make inferences about rs and rs. 8 We tested several alternate specifications. Model fits and qualitative results were similar across all models tested.
9 The timing of the game is consistent with reality. The first stage takes place before the up-front market, when networks renew returning shows and buy new ones. The second stage takes place at the start of the up-front, when networks announce their program schedules. The third stage occurs during the remainder of the up-front and scatter markets. Yet it should be noted that networks replace and reschedule some shows during the season.
10 The ad-quantity-setting assumption is standard in the literature.
Networks can set the number of minutes of advertisements in the short run by editing the program appropriately. The up-front contains considerable uncertainty about advertising demand and protracted price negotiations in which advertisers are known to pay nonuniform prices; this information seems inconsistent with an assumption that networks set a single price per show. Anderson and Coate (2006) show that ad price and ad quantity games yield identical results when viewers pay no subscription fees. If networks set ad prices, the empirical implication for this paper is that the inferred tune-in levels presented in §5.5 will be too small. The interested reader is referred to Crampes et al. (2005) . conjunction with viewer demand-side instruments to estimate advertiser preferences.13 In the third stage, the two sets of parameter estimates are used to calibrate the model of network competition. Network first-order conditions provide a means to infer the unobserved tune-in levels. In the final stage, all of the assumptions, results, and missing data inferences are used in a counterfactual to speculate about the effects of advertisement-avoidance technology.
This section describes the data, viewer demand-side endogeneity and estimation, advertiser demand-side endogeneity and estimation, and the inference procedure for missing data. The counterfactual is discussed in §6 and in the Technical Appendix that can be found at http://mktsci.pubs.informs.org.
Data
The model is estimated using data on television audiences, viewer demographics, advertisements, and program characteristics from four sources. The unit of observation is a network/market/day/half hour. For each observation, the data report seconds of national advertising, the average cost of a 30-second commercial, the characteristics of the program, and household audience ratings in each of 50 television markets.
The sample includes the programs and ads aired We can contrast the viewing data used in this paper with data sets used in prior literature in order to aid interpretation of the estimation results. Several previous studies have used individual-level viewing data generated by "peoplemeters." Our data set is relatively coarse by comparison; it consists of the aggregated choices of households in 50 geographic markets. 13 The two sides of the model are estimated separately because of the large computational costs of the viewer model and a data manipulation required to estimate the advertiser model. Berry and Waldfogel (1999) find, in a similar context, that simultaneous estimation results are " nearly identical" to separate estimation results.
14 Saturdays and Sundays were excluded because UPN did not broadcast on either day and WB did not broadcast on Saturdays.
The time slot 10:00-11:00 p.m. was excluded because FOX, UPN, and WB did not broadcast at that time. Two nights with unpredictable ad levels were also excluded: Thursday, May 1, which contained a presidential address and Thursday, May 15, which included a live basketball game.
It is also worth considering that the households that accept peoplemeters may differ from the households that accept audimeters and diaries. Diaries require viewers to manually record the programs they view each week, while peoplemeters require viewers to "log in" via remote control once or twice per hour. The relative disadvantage of the current data set is that it is not a panel of individual viewers, so individual viewer persistence is not directly observed.
The relative advantage of this data set is its size. The sample on which it is based is large (NMR sampled 1,000-1,500 households in each of the 50 DMAs) and it spans four weeks and six broadcast networks.
Audience demographic data were collected from the U.S. Census for each Consolidated Metropolitan Statistical Area corresponding to a DMA. The demographics used are viewer age and household income, as these seem most likely to influence advertiser demand.
Data on ad quantities and prices come from TNS Media Intelligence/CMR. For each program in the sample, we observe the amount of time given to national advertising and the estimated price of a 30-second commercial during the program. The estimated prices were recorded from network reports of "the estimated cost of a 30-second spot" after the program aired. These data are commonly used by advertisers and agencies to budget for future advertising campaigns.15
Program characteristics were recorded by the author from videotapes of network programming made during the sample period. The videotapes were supplemented with data from a website, TVTome.com. Observable program characteristics include genre, thematic elements, main and supporting characters' demographics (including gender, race, age, and family structure), Program Age, setting, and current and past Emmy nominations.
National advertisement time exhibits substantial intratemporal variation in the sample. The mean ad level per half hour is 5:15 minutes and the average difference between the maximal and minimal network ad levels within a half hour is 2:49 minutes. Programs that are more attractive to viewers, relative to withintime-period competition, typically contain more ads.
Broadcasters had limited themselves to three ad minutes per half hour until an antitrust suit in 1982 prohibited the practice, but nonprogram time has more than doubled since then. Monday 23 20 29 27 25 19 19 (6) (4) (7) (7) (7) (2) (2) Tuesday 26 27 14 37 34 25 19 (9) (5) (4) (6) (6) (3) (6) Wednesday 26 25 26 29 29 21 25 (9) (6) (13) (7) (8) (6) (7) Thursday 24 25 30 15 35 19 18 (11) (13) (13) (7) (7) (3) (4) Friday 19 16 20 26 20 11 23 (7) (3) (10) (8) (3) (1) (3) Mon.-Fri. 24 22 23 28 28 19 21 average (9) (7) (11) (9) (8) (6) (5) Audience size (000 households) African-Americans appeared in prominent roles in nearly half of all shows while other minorities were Cast in leading roles less frequently (9%). The average program in the sample was 3.3 years old, was nominated for 1.4 Emmys in 2003, and had previously been nominated for 3.6 Emmys. Table 3 shows the correlations between program audience size, advertising time, ad price, and genre. Ad price and audience size are highly collinear, with a correlation of 0.81. Advertising time is slightly negatively correlated with audience size (-0.06). Ad time is also negatively correlated with ad price (-0.10) . Some of the genre correlations are interest- The TCMR data suggest the absence of tune-in data may be more important. The program dummies £;, will capture the mean effect of tune-in levels across a program's episodes. This suggests a possible bias in programs' estimated attractiveness to viewers. Still, it seems likely that program characteristics will be stronger drivers of estimated program quality than tune-in levels.
Viewer Demand Endogeneity and Estimation
In the estimation of the viewer demand model presented in §3.1, mean tastes for unobserved program characteristics £;7 and market-specific deviations from mean tastes for unobserved program characteristics 7]mjt are not observed by the econometrician. Yet these data are likely to be known by the television network and taken into account when it sets its advertising quantity q^t. To avoid bias in the advertising response parameters, program dummies are used to estimate £;7. Thus, the correlation between q^t and ijjt exists between observed variables rather than between an observed variable and an error term.
There is the further concern that the network has knowledge of the market-specific tastes for unobserved program characteristics r}mjt and uses that 16 Local advertising time within a national broadcast is constant across affiliated stations. Affiliates vary in how much time they sell to local advertisers and how much they use to promote their own programs. knowledge in setting its advertising quantity. There are two reasons this could be the case. First, larger markets' tastes matter more because large markets contain more viewers. Second, even after controlling for audience size and demographics (like age and income), the network might have preferences over the geographic distribution of the viewers in an audience.
To correct for the first concern, we replace t\m^ in Equation (1) There is no parsimonious strategy to control for the second concern listed above. We acknowledge this as a potential objection but it does not seem to be a first-order issue. Individual advertisers are certain to have preferences over the geographic distribution of audience members but if those prefer-ences are very strong, they are likely to buy audiences in the "spot" television market (advertising on local stations) in place of national advertising. Additionally, geographic preferences are likely to vary across advertisers but network incentives are influenced by the cumulative preferences of all advertisers in the market.
We now turn to the details of viewer demand estimation. The estimation routine is similar to that introduced by Berry, Levinsohn, and Parkes (BLP 1995) and described in detail by Nevo (2000 Nevo ( , 2001 . The main idea behind this estimation routine is to numerically solve the audience rating functions defined by Equation (3) for programs' mean utility levels and to use these imputed mean utilities in a moment condition. Use of this algorithm confers two primary benefits. First, it defines the objective function as a smooth function of the parameters, which reduces simulation error. Second, it significantly reduces the number of parameters to be estimated nonlinearly. This greatly speeds computation.17
New notation is needed to facilitate explanation of the estimation routine. Let N be the number of market/network/day/half hour market shares observed in the sample, and let P be the number of programs in the sample. Let H be a N x P matrix of program dummies and \\f be the P x 1 vector of mean program utilities that are constant across viewers and time periods in which the program airs. Let two partitions of xmjt be labeled x-]X, which includes program dummies, and xmjt, which contains advertising level, audience flow effects, the last half hour dummy, and day-, time-, and market-specific fixed effects. Label two partitions of /3
as pv which interacts with xjt, and j82, which interacts with xmjt. Denote the set of parameters to be estimated using the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) as 0 = {(/f,a,j32/n,2}. Define the mean utility that viewers in city m derive from watching network j at time t as Smjt = ipp + qjta + xmjtp2 + 5W7/M/,, where \pp is the non-ad mean utility (NAMU) of the program on network ; at time t . \pp will later be used as an instrument to identify endogenous advertiser demand parameters. We now describe the estimation procedure.
We use simulation to approximate the integral in Equation (3). We draw simulated viewer demographics Dim from the market-specific nonparametric marginal distributions in the census microdata, and draw vim from a standard multivariate normal distribution. The predicted audience rating of network ; at time t in market m is, then, the fraction of the simulated viewers in that market for which network j's time t program maximizes utility, conditional on the time t programs aired by all networks and a guess of the parameter set 0.
We use the contraction mapping suggested by BLP to solve for the / vector of mean utilities Smt (6) that, for a given value of 6, equates predicted market shares to observed market shares in market m at time t,
The error term is the market-specific deviation from mean tastes for network j's time t broadcast, written as 7^, (0) We use the minimum-distance procedure suggested by Nevo (2000) 18 The most efficient choice of A is the covariance matrix of the moments. We follow the standard method of setting A = X'X to obtain a consistent estimate of 6. We then use this estimate to construct a consistent estimate of the asymptotically efficient weighting matrix ^X'f\(d)fi(0)'X, which we use to obtain the final estimate of 0.
X includes Xj, an N vector whose nth element is xktEdim/ where Edim is the expected value of viewer demographic d in market m. Note that the audience flow effects can not be used, as they are highly likely to be correlated with market-specific tastes for unobserved program characteristics. To meet necessary identification conditions, we also include an N x / matrix Q whose nth row contains the time t ad levels of the associated network and its / -1 competitors. Inclusion of advertising levels in X is justified by the discussion at the beginning of this subsection.
We impose some zero restrictions on II and 2 to limit the number of parameters that enter the GMM objective function nonlinearly.19 Three regressors are assumed to interact with viewer demographics: the outside option dummy, the nonbroadcast network television dummy, and the network's ad quantity.
The first two variables were chosen to improve the reliability of predicted substitution patterns among various options, and the third variable improves the reliability of predicted audience changes resulting from varying levels of advertisements.
Advertiser Demand Endogeneity and Estimation
Advertiser demand parameters are estimated using instrumental variables. A limited-information approach is used in place of a full-information approach, based on the network supply model presented in §3.3, for two reasons. First, the assumptions underlying the model in §3.3 are strong and potentially unreliable. Second, there are no good instruments available for the unobserved elements in the networks' first-order conditions. We describe here the endogeneity concerns in advertisement demand estimation, the instruments used, a necessary data manipulation, and the estimation strategy.
The error in the advertisement demand equation (f>s is assumed to primarily reflect unobserved program and audience characteristics that influence advertiser demand for ads.20 For example, <f>s might reflect viewers' level of "engagement" with the program, or it might represent the fraction of audience members who drink cola. The network is likely to have partial knowledge of <f>s and to take it into account when setting its advertising level. Thus, qs could be correlated with (f)s and, because audience size depends on qs, Vs could also be correlated with (f)s. (Note, this second correlation is due solely to the direct dependence of Vs on qs. There is no obvious reason to think that audience size is systematically related to advertiser preferences for unobserved program and audience demographics.)
Instruments are required to obtain unbiased estimates of the advertiser demand parameters in Equation (4). Instruments must meet two requirements for validity: They should be correlated with Vs and qs, and not correlated with advertiser preferences for unobserved audience demographics <ps. We use the common strategy of using program characteristics as instruments. We use two sets of program characteristics as instruments: the observed program characteristics thought to influence advertiser demand xs, and the non-ad mean utility (NAMU) of the program and its within-time-period competition estimated by the viewer demand model. (In the notation of §4.2, the NAMU is 4fp or X^ + £.) These instruments meet the first requirement for validity -they enter directly into the audience rating functions of Equation (3), so they are correlated with Vs. They are correlated with qs because a network's optimal advertising level depends partly on its audience size, as illustrated by Equations (6) and (7). These instruments can also be assumed to meet the second requirement -that they are not correlated with advertiser preferences for unobserved program and audience characteristics. NAMU is the mean utility of program consumption across all viewers, which influences advertiser preferences only through the program's audience size. And the program characteristics xs are included in ad demand (4) so that </>s, by definition, consists of advertiser preferences for those program and audience characteristics that are not included in xs.
Before estimating advertiser demand parameters, we modify the data to account for how the market operates. Audiences are sold and prices are reported at the program level but networks distribute ads within a program based on strategic considerations.
Longer programs tend to contain more ads in their latter stages, as viewers are relatively more "captive" at that point and the program is less likely to attract new viewers from competing networks. This phenomenon is likely to be an important source of variation in the advertisement price /quantity relationship. To account for it, we average each program's audience characteristics over the half hours in which the program aired, so that the unit of observation is a network/ day/program, rather than a network /day /half hour.
To estimate advertisement demand parameters, we interact the instruments described above with the ad demand function residual and use GMM to solve the moment conditions. Let Zs be a vector that includes the set of instruments for show s described above, 19 If there are d elements in D,, each observable program characteristic whose effect on utility varies with viewer demographics adds d + 1 nonlinear parameters. This is a problem because computation time increases at an increasing rate with the number of parameters that enter the objective function nonlinearly. 20 <f)s could also be assumed to reflect measurement error in advertisement prices. This ad price data is often used by media buyers to plan future purchases, so any measurement error is presumably small. and let Z be a matrix constructed by stacking the Z/s. The moments, then, are EZ'</> = 0, where </> is a vector of the </>s's. The GMM estimates of advertisement demand and supply parameters are:
^argmin^ZB^Z'c/), A where B is the covariance matrix of the moments.
Following standard practice, we first set B = Z'Z to obtain a consistent estimate of the asymptotically efficient weighting matrix and then use B to re-estimate the model and obtain the final results.
Network Supply Inferences
Demand parameter estimates are used in conjunction with networks' first-order conditions to infer unobserved tune-in levels and benefits.21 The basis for this procedure is the structural model of network competition described in §3.3, which stipulates that a profitmaximizing network will air tune-ins and ads so as to equate its marginal benefit from each activity. Solving Equation (8) observed programming choices, and a discussion of tune-in inferences then follow.
Viewer Demand: Multinomial Logit Results
The Multinomial Logit is a special case of the full Random Coefficients Logit model wherein parameter matrices n and 2 are restricted to zero. While the MNL has unrealistic substitution patterns, its ease of computation makes it a good tool for comparing results across multiple specifications.
In the specifications reported below, advertising quantity (qjt) enters viewer utility linearly. We estimated several alternate models but found no evidence that ad levels have nonlinear effects on utility. Nor was there any evidence that the number of commercial breaks affects program audience size (controlling for ad quantity). We therefore maintain the assumption that viewers' marginal utility from advertising is linear in advertising quantity.22 Table 4 reports estimation results from eight MNL specifications. Parameter estimates are computed from ordinary least squares (OLS) regressions of transformed log ratings, log(sm/,) -log(sm0f), on alternate mean utility specifications. The specifications are permutations that include programspecific fixed effects, market dummies, and marketsize indices ww. Program dummies control for correlation between ad levels and unobserved program quality; market dummies approximate the way the full model controls for unobserved viewer heterogeneity (since simulated viewer demographics are drawn from market-specific distributions); and market-size indices control for the effects of market size on networks' ad quantity decisions.
The MNL model fits the data very well; the Adjusted R2 ranges from 0.79 to 0.91. This high degree of fit suggests that there is not much unobserved viewer heterogeneity for the random coefficients to explain. Table 4 shows that the point estimate of advertising time on viewer utility is negative across all specifications. Inclusion of program dummies has the effect of making this point estimate significant and quadrupling it. This is consistent with standard models of consumer demand. Failure to control for unobserved product characteristics biases the price coefficient toward zero. These findings and the improved fit of the model validate the endogeneity controls described in §4.2. They show that networks know their programs' qualities and take them into account when setting advertising levels, so a model that ignores this strategic behavior will yield biased parameter estimates.
The finding that higher aggregate advertising levels are associated with smaller program audiences is intuitive. However, it contrasts with Kaiser and Wright's (2006) finding that women's magazine readership grows with the number of advertising pages the magazines contain. The difference in the sign of the effect might be attributable to the two mediums' Audience flow effects and the last half hour dummy control for viewing persistence. Numerous studies find evidence of this phenomenon. Among these, Shachar and Emerson (2000) find that viewer switching costs grow as they become more experienced with a program and are higher when they have fewer new programs to sample on competing networks. Moshkin and Shachar (2002) find that uncertainty reduction through program consumption plays a larger role in explaining viewing persistence than state dependence. Zhou (2004) shows that networks tend to air more and longer commercial breaks toward the end of a popular program. Table 4 shows that lead-in and lead-out effects are positive and significant. The last half hour dummy is not significant, likely due to small audience losses at the end of a program being offset by smaller numbers of viewers tuning in (Shachar and Emerson 2000) . The level of aggregation of viewers in the current data set makes this model a less reliable judge of the presence of state dependence than other studies that observe individual viewer behavior. The interested reader is referred to Moshkin and Shachar (2002) .
Viewer Demand: Random Coefficients Logit Results
Here, we present estimation results of the full Random Coefficients Logit model of viewer demand. The model fit the data quite well, with a pseudo R2 of 0.86 and average relative error of 0.22. Table 5a shows the random utility parameters estimates. Consistent with the MNL, the mean effect of advertising seconds is negative and significant.
The heterogeneity parameters associated with tastes for advertising are not significant, indicating that aThe mean utility of "TV off" is normalized to zero. It is not separately identified from the mean utilities of the "inside" options.
"Interactions between "TV off" and interactions with consumer demographics are, in practice, very difficult to estimate separately from the marketspecific fixed effect. They are set to zero. market-level differences in age and income do not affect audience responsiveness to advertising. The mean taste for nonbroadcast network programming is negative. This shows that the "TV off" option is generally preferred to nonbroadcast options like cable networks. There are two reasons for this. First, the TV off market share exceeds the nonbroadcast TV market share in 77% of the market /time periods in the sample. Second, advertising quantities on cable networks are not observed, so their effect is captured by the nonbroadcast TV fixed effects. The random utility parameters associated with the nonbroadcast TV option were not significant. Table 5a indicates that unobserved heterogeneity plays a significant role in tastes for the nontelevision option. The other eight random utility parameter estimates are not significant. Consideration was given to removing the random effects from the demand model. The following null hypotheses were tested: n = 0, 2 = 0, and {II = 0} n {2 = 0}. Newey-West "D" tests and Wald tests reject all hypotheses at the 1% confidence level. Yet some parameter estimates are imprecisely estimated. The random utility parameter estimates were therefore not used to construct unobserved audience demographics ds. Table 5b reports the effects of audience flow, program, and time characteristics. Many studies have found that audience flow effects are very strong predictors of audience ratings. Consistent with that research, the lead-out effect is very large, positive, and significant. The lead-in effect is not significant but this is probably due to its high correlation with the leadout effect.
Day effects indicate that viewers exhibit a statistically significant preference for watching television on Thursday and Friday nights. The large Friday effect contrasts with the broadcast networks' tendency to air low-quality programs on Friday nights; this is explored further in §5.4.
The half hour parameter estimates indicate that the 8:00-8:30 p.m. (EST) time block is preferred to the 8:30-9:00 p.m. block. The 9:00-9:30 p.m. block is preferred to both of the preceding half hours. These results agree with Goettler and Shachar (2001) who find that television utility peaks in the first quarter of each hour.
Program genre is a powerful predictor of audience size. Viewer preference order (using point estimates)
is Action Drama, News, Psychological Drama, Reality, Movie, and Scripted Comedy. News is the only genre whose effect is not significantly different from Psychological Drama.
Main character demographics influence audience size. Viewers prefer programs that include AfricanAmerican and 18-to 34-year-old main characters. Main characters in other age groups and of other minority races have no significant effect on audience size. Main character marital status does not have a significant effect on audience size. Programs without female main characters fared slightly better, but exclusion of male main characters has no significant effect. Program setting and thematic elements also influence viewer choices. Viewers most prefer programs with House settings, followed by Apartment, Studio, Outdoors, and Workplace. Workplace scenes may be unpopular because they interfere with viewers' recreational use of television, while House and Apart- nominations play an important role in signaling program quality to both viewers and networks. The negative effect of current-year Emmy nominations likely reflects unfavorable timeslots and tune-in support given to unproven new shows. Table 5c reports market-specific fixed effects. The excluded DMA is Louisville, Kentucky. Television utility varies considerably across markets and is significantly different from the excluded DMA in 24 of 49 markets. The highest point estimates are found in diverse markets such as San Francisco, West Palm Beach, and Atlanta. There are no clear correlations between television utility and DMA size or location. Table 5d shows median own-and cross-advertising elasticities by network. Audience sizes are responsive to advertising levels. For example, if CBS unilaterally decreases the advertising levels in all of its programs by 10%, its median audience gain would be about 25% (assuming no competitive reactions). In general, more highly rated networks gain viewers at a slower rate from falling advertising levels. The three lowest rated networks have the most elastic audience demand but audience elasticity is not uniformly related to network audience ratings. ABC had a higher average program rating than the WB but a more elastic viewer demand. This is probably because the WB tended to provide narrower niche programming than ABC.
Higher rated networks' audiences were generally less responsive to advertising quantity. This is because programs are differentiated vertically as well as horizontally. Programs with high levels of vertical differentiation garner larger, more diverse audiences and have fewer good substitutes. This reasoning may explain why all six broadcast networks are more likely to lose viewers to the nontelevision option than to the nonbroadcast network option. Cable programs tend to exhibit high levels of horizontal differentiation and low levels of vertical differentiation, so they may be poor substitutes for broadcast network programs.
The results in Table 5d should be read with three caveats in mind. First, ABC, UPN, and WB audiences were smaller on average than those of CBS, FOX, and NBC, so percentage changes are based on different bases across networks. Second, these are point elasticities and would not be constant if calculated across the range of possible changes in advertising levels. Third and most importantly, these are estimated responses to deviations from equilibrium. Network advertising levels are strategic complements, so any anticipated deviation from equilibrium would invite a competitive response. Such a response would result in a smaller change in audience than the estimated response to unilateral deviations shown in the table.
Advertiser Demand Parameter Estimates
Advertisement demand parameters were estimated using the instruments and the procedure described in §4.4. The advertisement demand regression includes program characteristics that can be presumed to influence audience receptivity to advertisements or to proxy for unobserved demographics valued by advertisers.23 These are:
• Network dummies: to account for the varying ability of networks to bundle desirable program audiences with smaller audiences.
• Genre: viewer mood at the time of exposure to advertising affects ad message processing (Goldberg and Gorn 1987) .
• Main Character and Cast demographics: Shachar and Emerson (2000) found that people prefer to watch programs about characters demographically similar to themselves, so cast demographics should correlate with audience demographics.
• A "special" dummy: networks typically air irregularly-scheduled programs in place of their weakest programs.24
• Thematic elements: these may correlate with viewer psychographics, which advertisers use to target ad messages.
• Program Age: networks typically renew their best programs, so Program Age reflects viewers' and advertisers' past appraisals of a show.
• Award nominations and past award nominations: these seem likely to indicate the degree to which viewers are emotionally involved in a show and to correlate with desirable viewer demographics. • Weekday: consumers often shop on the weekend and have limited memories, so advertisers prefer that their commercials be aired later in the week (Auletta 1992) . Table 6 reports advertiser demand parameter estimates. The model fit the data well, with a pseudo R2 of 0.87 and an average relative error of 0.248.
The direct effect of advertising quantity on ad price was negative and significant and implies a mean price elasticity (holding audience size constant) of -2.9.25 This is substantially more elastic than previous findings; Crandall (1972) The genre parameter estimates show that advertisers value Reality programs most, followed by Scripted Comedy, Psychological Drama, News, Movie, and Action Drama. Reality programs receive, ceteris paribus, $146,000 more per spot than Action shows, a difference that is larger than the mean ad price. This helps to explain the rapid proliferation of Reality programs after their introduction in the mid-1990s.
Why do Reality programs earn so much more than other shows? Their distinguishing characteristics are unscripted Action, nonprofessional Cast members, competitive themes, and increased ability to accommodate product placement. It might be that advertisers are seeking to take advantage of companion advertising to complement their product placement or to "jam" rival advertisers' product placements. It also could be that viewers identify with the nonprofessional casts, enhancing their receptivity to ad messages. This question deserves further study. Comedies earn more than average because they generate positive feelings among viewers which reduces resistance to persuasion and increases liking, a feeling that can be transferred to advertising (Goldberg and Gorn 1987) .
Cast demographics also affect ad prices. Programs featuring African-American main characters earned slightly more than average while programs featuring other minorities earned far more than average. This latter finding might be due to the relative scarcity of nonwhite and non-African-American actors on television. Shows with married or single-parent main characters earned more than average. Advertisers pay significantly less for programs featuring 50% or greater minority Cast representation, but programs with 25%-50% minority casts charge a premium. The first result likely reflects the audience demographics of 50+% minority Cast programs, since nearly all of these shows feature African-American casts and African-American viewers tend to earn less than average.
Program thematic elements influence advertiser demand. "Cop" shows earn slightly more than average as do programs with Supernatural elements. However, science fiction programs earn $60,000 less per spot 25 The bounds of the 95% confidence interval for this statistic are -2.4 and -3.5. than do other shows. This is perhaps due to incongruities between program and advertising content.
Irregularly scheduled programs earn less per ad but there does not appear to be any advertising premium associated with Program Age. The effect of currentyear Emmy nominations (which were not announced until after the sample was complete) was quite large, suggesting that advertisers generally prefer to place messages in highly engaging programs. Past Emmy nominations increased advertiser demand but their effect was much smaller. These observations indicate evidence of a "halo of quality" effect conferred by highly engaging programs on their advertising.
Thursday programs command a $41,766 premium over Monday programs. Next came Friday with a $12,303 premium, followed by Wednesday (a $7, 340 premium), and Tuesday (a $3,152 premium). Consumers often save shopping trips (e.g., autos or movies) for the weekend, so advertisers seek to send messages on Thursdays. Advertisers' relative preference for Friday over Wednesday is smaller but this does not conform to conventional wisdom; we discuss these results further below.
Comparing Advertiser and Viewer Demand Parameter Estimates
It is interesting to compare advertiser and viewer preferences for program characteristics to network programming decisions. Viewer preferences reflect the entertainment value of program characteristics while advertiser preferences are more likely to measure the effect of program characteristics on advertising delivery. Network revenues depend on getting both sides of the market on board, so networks must take the preferences of both sides into account when they acquire and schedule programs. This discussion has focused on genre and weekday effects. Further insights can be drawn by comparing Tables 2, 5b , and 6. For example, viewers prefer Sci-fi programming but advertisers do not, so Sci-fi accounts for just 6% of network program hours.
Network Tune-In Inferences
We use advertiser demand parameter estimates in conjunction with assumptions about network behavior to make inferences about unobserved tune-in levels in the manner described in §4.4. Figure 4 contains a histogram of fs, the imputed network tune-in benefits (per thousand households) across shows. rs was unrestricted but the imputations were strictly positive, with a mean of $19.50. The minimum tunein benefit was $3.16 for the WB's Reba on Friday night at 9:00; this show aired on a low-rated network on the night before that network goes dark. The maximum tune-in benefit was on NBC's Wednesdaynight Law & Order; this show aired at 9:00 p.m. on the night before the network's "Must See TV" Thursday night lineup. Other programs have similarly intuitive places in the distribution of tune-in benefits, with programs on higher rated networks having higher per-viewer tune-in benefits.
We checked the reasonableness of the imputed tune-in benefits by measuring their correlation with the mean program utilities estimated by the viewer demand model. This potential correlation was the reason we did not use the structural model of network competition to estimate advertiser demand parameters. The correlation has the hypothesized sign and turns out to be quite large: 0.48.28 To check tune-in inference reasonableness, we compared the nightly aggregate tune-in inference to the aggregate tune-in levels observed in a randomly selected 20% sample of the available day /network videotapes. The inferred tune-in levels were regressed on their corresponding observed tune-in levels without a constant. The result was a regression coefficient of 0.91, a standard error of 0.16, and an R2 of 0.80.
(If the inferences were perfect, the coefficient in this regression would be 1.) This check suggests the tunein inferences are quite reliable.
Counterfactual Experiment: Ad-Avoidance Technology Proliferation
We seek to gain insight into the effects of advertisement-avoidance technology (AAT) proliferation on equilibrium advertising time. AAT may increase or decrease equilibrium ad levels. To understand how AAT can increase ad quantities, note that viewer channel switching is networks' primary incentive to keep advertising levels low. AAT users fast-forward past ad messages rather than switching channels, so it might be that AAT's primary effect is to reduce network audience losses from advertising. Falling disincentives to advertise would lead networks to increase their advertising quantities. Rises in ad time would make AAT more valuable to ad-averse viewers, leading to mutually reinforcing rises in AAT penetration and advertising time.
The other possibility may arise if AAT penetration's primary effect is to lower advertiser willingness to pay for viewers using AAT, since those viewers would presumably be fast-forwarding past most ads. This would make non-AAT users more scarce, and this increased scarcity could lead to higher advertising prices. Networks might respond by competing more intensely for non-ad-avoiding viewers. This competition would take the form of lower advertising levels.
Falling ad levels could dampen the advertisementavoidance benefits of AAT ownership and therefore slow its rate of growth.
We use a counterfactual experiment to gain insight into how AAT may affect the industry. We test the sensitivity of ad levels to a hypothetical AAT within the model of network competition using demand parameter estimates from both sides of the market and tune-in inferences. We report predicted equilibrium ad quantities, ad revenues, and audience sizes, given assumptions about the effects of ad-avoidance technology on viewer and advertiser behavior. The Technical Appendix that can be found at http:// mktsci.pubs.informs.org describes in detail how the model's primitives are respecified to account for AAT and shows how to solve for the resulting equilibrium. There is no published research to guide the selection of values for the unobserved parameters, and it is not possible to estimate them from the available data. We therefore use ranges of values that seem reasonable and report the sensitivity of the counterfactual results to the assumptions used. We assume that the proportional reduction of advertising disutility resulting from AAT use is 0.67, that y3 is near zero,29 and that AAT is first adopted by the most ad-averse viewers in the population. The counterfactual results are most sensitive to assumptions about y2 and y3, so we report predictions for various combinations of those parameters.30 Figure 6 shows mean predicted advertising time (advertising seconds plus tune-in seconds) for various assumptions about y2 and y3.31 An increase in AAT penetration from 5% to 35% increases equilibrium advertising time by about 14%. This indicates the attenuation in audience sensitivity to advertising outweighs the viewer-scarcity effect described above.
Ad time also increases with advertiser valuations of AAT-using viewers. When ad skippers are more valuable, networks have an incentive to sell more ads to take advantage of ad skippers' less elastic viewing demand. Figure 7 shows how mean audience size and effective audience size change with AAT penetration. 29 Wilbur (2007) reviews research on advertising exposure and finds three reasons that advertisers might attach some value to ad-skipping viewers. First, viewer learning has been shown to increase with advertising exposure speed. Second, there is evidence that advertising can have latent effects on consumers' consideration sets, even when consumers do not remember the advertising. Third, the heightened attention required to fast-forward past ads has been linked to increased consumer awareness and recall.
30 The model's predictions change very little with assumptions about yl and the technology distribution rule because these two assumptions primarily affect viewers with AAT. These viewers are not highly valued by advertisers so their actions have little effect on networks' strategies. It is important to note that we have not accounted for program scheduling; networks might respond to AAT by decreasing intertemporal competition among high-quality programs (for example, they might move some good shows to Monday or Friday night). There is also some question about the extent to which falling ad revenues will be distributed among the networks and their content providers, and the feasibility of strategic changes in advertising content and delivery. This paper estimates a two-sided model of advertiser demand for audiences and viewer demand for programs to quantify the effect of each group's program usage on the other group. We find strong evidence of cross-group externalities. A 10% increase in advertising time decreases the median audience size on a highly rated broadcast network by about 25% (assuming no competitive reactions). Advertisement prices are highly responsive to audience size (elasticity of 0.8). The estimated price elasticity of advertiser demand (-2.9) indicates that the advertising market has become substantially more competitive since the 1970s (Bowman 1976 ).
We sought to gain some insights into network strategies by comparing advertiser and viewer demand estimates to networks' program characteristics. Viewers' two most preferred genres (Action and News) account for just 16% of network program schedules. Advertisers' two most preferred genres (Reality and Comedy) occupy 47% of network timeslots. These and other results suggest that advertiser preferences influence network program and scheduling choices more strongly than viewer preferences.
Demand estimates were combined with a structural model of network competition to perform a counterfactual experiment. The experiment evaluates the equilibrium effects of proliferation of a hypothetical advertisement-avoidance technology. This exercise offers educated speculation about the effects of digital video recorder penetration on market equilibria. The results suggest that ad avoidance increases equilibrium advertising levels and decreases network advertising revenues.
A limitation of this analysis is that the marketlevel audience data used in this paper mask viewer zapping behavior (though the audience ratings used as currency in the advertising market also masked viewer zapping behavior). It would be interesting to see how the results would vary by using individual viewing data and commercial minute ratings. This paper could be extended in several interesting directions. Network program scheduling decisions could be endogenized. Individual advertisers' demand for audiences could be modeled and estimated. It would be interesting to model the third side of the television industry: network program acquisition and expenditure. And it would be interesting to consider how ad-avoidance technology penetration impacts the value of advertising exposures lost due to ad avoidance rather than the number of ads avoided.
